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book summary: if you look at our world and things that we do, sometimes we run out of money, sometimes we run out of love, sometimes we run out of time, sometimes we run out of talent, but its never too late to begin again. in this book, shiv khera
says what if there was a strategy that allowed you to do more of the things that you love and fewer of the things you hate in life? what if you could use the happiness trap to get the confidence, control and focus you need to fully realize your potential?
would you have what it takes to find the happiness trap? peak performance is what people are after in the work place. in other words,you want to achieve more, increase your productivity and efficiency. when you think about work performance, dont

you usually think about work quality and results? i have always believed that to achieve maximum results, your work should be of the highest quality. if you do work of the highest quality, you will achieve peak performance. by the way, i think quality is
the only reason for success. this is what you can win summaryis all about. shiv khera is an author and a lecturer who guides you to achieve peak performance and reach your peak potential. he also makes you change the way you think. here are a few
tips from you can win summary: 1. start your day with gratitude. write down at the top of your list three or four things you are grateful for. 2. practice gratitude. talk about your gratitude with your family and friends. 3. maintain your health and fitness.

4. give back. do something good for someone else every day. what are you waiting for? go through the link below and download the free you can win summary book. if you have any queries or queries you need to discuss with me, feel free to drop a
comment below. thanks for reading.
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in 1999 he published his
book self and authority in

which he says he
identified his personal
failures and completed

them. in 1998 he started
a small publishing

company and established
a foundation. in 2000 he

wrote a book self esteem,
and in 2001 he wrote his
book the seven spiritual
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laws of success, which
emphasizes the

importance of human
dignity, respect, and

passion. in 2002 he wrote
the book you can win. the
book is about motivation,

positive thinking and
attitude. khera's books
have sold over 8 million
copies. name: clean up

your act author: dr.
robert neale download
audio book for free at:
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audible book available in
englishat:amazon book

size: 264 pages
overview: get ready to
put the power of the

universe to work for you.
from defining your own

lifestyle to creating
financial freedom and

taking care of your body,
this book will help you

take control of your own
destiny. every single one
of us is the author of his
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or her own destiny. this
book name: the attitude

diet author: jeff keller
download audio book for

free at: audible book
available in

englishat:amazon book
size: 240 pages

overview: id like to start
with a testimonial from
one of the reader who
has used the attitude

diet. this reader said, the
attitude diet has helped
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me gain confidence, lose
weight, and even change
my life. name: you can

win! author: sharon
salzberg download audio
book for free at: audible

book available in
englishat:amazon book

size: 240 pages
overview: the way you

think about your goals is
the way you achieve

them. the way you think
about yourself and the
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way you think about your
life determines the way
your life actually is. you
can win! is 5ec8ef588b
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